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Mr. Dodds received a B.S. in Earth Sciences from the University of California, San Diego through 
a collaborative program with the Scripps Institution of Oceanography. 
 
During his prior employment as an Ocean Lifeguard/EMT, he became involved with the  
Coastal Frontiers team in 2012 by assisting with beach profile surveys conducted in San Diego 
County. 
 
Mr. Dodds joined the Coastal Frontiers team full-time in 2013 as a Coastal Scientist.  With over  
7 years’ experience, he currently co-leads the field efforts for several semi-annual beach 
monitoring programs throughout Southern California.  Clients have included the San Elijo Lagoon 
Restoration Project, SANDAG, and the Cities of Solana Beach, Encinitas, Carlsbad,  
San Clemente, Newport Beach, Seal Beach, and the County of Santa Barbara.  In addition to data 
collection, Mr. Dodds has served as the Project Scientist responsible for data processing, analysis, 
and presentation of results derived from the field activities.   
 
Outside of Southern California, Mr. Dodds’ experience has been concentrated in the coastal and 
offshore regions of the Alaskan Arctic.  He has managed data acquisition during aircraft 
reconnaissance studies of sea ice freeze-up and break-up in the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas.  
Offshore of the Beaufort coastline, he worked with a multi-disciplinary team to document the 
spatial extent of high-latitude kelp species using underwater photography through the sea ice.  He 
has served as field lead for bluff erosion monitoring studies conducted by ground observation, and 
has conducted similar studies through remote sensing.  He currently supports slope armor surveys 
and inspections for constructed gravel islands and other armored coastal structures in the Arctic. 
 
He annually conducts sea floor surveys from an inflatable vessel in the remote, coldwater Beaufort 
Sea to quantify the effects of ice gouging, strudel scouring, and erosion in the vicinity of subsea 
pipelines and nearshore infrastructure.   
 
At the Oregon State University O.H. Hinsdale Wave Research Laboratory, Mr. Dodds participated 
in several large-scale physical model experiments to evaluate the performance of slope armor 
alternatives in response to design wave criteria.   
 
Mr. Dodds is certified in BOSIET (Basic Offshore Safety Induction and Emergency Training, 
which includes helicopter egress, emergency first aid, sea survival, firefighting, self rescue, and 
TEMPSC lifeboat training).  He is a certified Red Cross First Aid, CPR, and AED Instructor. 


